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ROI METHODOLOGY

There are five elements to this comprehensive evaluation system.
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A Process Model

The 10 steps in the ROI Methodology are logical and systematic,
often labeled as the enhanced logical framework.
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Operating

To ensure consistency and replication of impact studies, operating

Standards

standards, labeled guiding principles, are and applied as the

Philosophy

process model is used to develop ROI studies.
The guiding principles serve not only to consistently address each
step, but also to provide a much needed conservative approach
to the analysis. A conservative approach may lower the actual ROI
calculation, but it will build credibility with the target audience,
including the CFO.
Each standard is approved by over 75% of users before it becomes
an official guiding principle v.

Operating

1.

Standards and
Philosophy

When a higher level evaluation is conducted, data must be collected
at lower levels.

2. When an evaluation is planned for a higher level, the previous level
of evaluation does not have to be comprehensive.
3. When collecting and analyzing data, use only the most credible
sources.
4. When analyzing data, choose the most conservative alternative
for calculations.
5. At least one method must be used to isolate the effects of the
solution.
6. If no improvement data are available for a population or from
a specific source, it is assumed that no improvement has occurred.
7.

Estimates of improvements should be adjusted for the potential
error of the estimate.

8. Extreme data items and unsupported claims should not be used in
ROI calculations.
9. Only the first year of benefits (annual) should be used in the ROI
analysis of short-term solutions.
10. Costs of the solution should be fully loaded for ROI analysis.
11. Intangible measure are defined as measures that are purposely
not converted to monetary values.
12. The results from the ROI Methodology must be communicated to
all key stakeholders.

Reaction

Provide participants knowledge and skills that are:
> Important to their current job success
> Immediately applicable
> New to their understanding of accountability
> Relevant to their colleagues in similar job situation

Learning

Enable participants to:
> Describe the five critical components of successful evaluation practice
> Identify the five levels of evaluation
> Explain the ten steps in the ROI Methodology
> Follow the twelve guiding principles
> Plan and execute an ROI evaluation project
> Calculate and explain the difference in the benefit-cost ratio
(BCR) and return on investment (ROI)
> Communicate the results of an ROI study to various stakeholders
> Implement the ROI Methodology within their organization

Application

Support participants as they:
> Build support for the ROI Methodology in their organization
> Complete their initial ROI evaluation project
> Plan and implement future ROI projects
> Revise/update internal evaluation strategy/practice
> Brief/teach others in the ROI Methodology
> Change the way they propose, implement, and evaluate programs,
processes, and initiatives

Impact

Enable participants to realize positive consequences
as a result of applying what they learn, such as:
> Improving program effectiveness
> New to their understanding of accountability
> Improving program efficiencies
> Expanding successful programs
> Redesigning or discontinuing ineffective programs

Benefits of ROI

The use of the ROI

Initially, the process became popular through publications and

methodology has

networking among a small group of practitioners. In 1993, the ROI Institute

grown substantially

was organized to bring information to the global community. The ROI
Institute has made a significant impact in over 5,000 organizations using
the methodology. Users report a variety of impacts and consequences
after using the methodology for several years.

Improve projects

The number-one benefit of using the ROI Methodology is that projects
and programs are improved with the use of results. This is the principle
focus of the methodology; data are collected to show how the project
should change to increase success. When projects are not delivering the
value needed, i.e., a negative ROI, the data indicate what needs to change
to deliver the proper business value. Some users report their application
of the process has led to the removal of unnecessary programs.
Collecting data to show the value of projects and pro- grams is one of

Enhance relationships

the best ways to enhance relationships and earn a “seat at the table.” To
be effective in an organization, users must work with a variety of clients
and stakeholders. Productive relationships with key managers must be
developed. Many users of the methodology indicate that relationships
with business partners have improved. As one manager in a brewery in
Europe stated, “Presenting an ROI impact study was the first time I had
an intelligent business discussion with the CEO, and it made a tremendous
difference in our relationship going forward.”

Benefits of ROI

Improve image

When data reveal the success of various projects and programs at the
impact and ROI levels, the image begins to change. Some organizational
functions have a reputation for not contributing value. (Human
resources, communications, consulting, change management, public
relations, ethics, and compliance are often viewed this way.) Users report
the image of the function has been enhanced considerably with the use
of ROI, graduating from the perception of an activity-based cost center
to a results-based investment center.

Secure funding

Additional funds are often attributed directly to the use of the ROI
Methodology. Some budgets have increased in the face of budget
reductions in other parts of the organization. One tool and small
appliance maker reported a two-fold increase in the budget based on
the use of ROI. A large, well known insurance company quadrupled its
budget in two years with the ROI Methodology. Some users have been
able to secure funding with an ROI forecast on a pre-program basis.

Implement new

Some users evaluate a pilot program to determine if that program should

projects

be implemented in other areas. Capturing five levels of data creates a
much better database for decision making. For example, a large retailer
uses this methodology to show the value of projects before they are
implemented throughout all of its stores. Using a pilot group of 20-25
stores, the company compares the results with a similar group and makes
the decision to implement the program based on its complete profile of
success, including ROI. This lowers the risk associated with the decision
to implement.

Benefits of ROI

Build support

Support of projects and programs is an area of concern for more
project leaders and program directors. Additional support is almost
always needed, particularly from middlelevel managers. When the ROI
Methodology is used, these managers have more data about the success
of programs. When programs and projects drive impact and ROI data,
managers will support the effort.

Improve yourself

Many users report personal success as a result of using the ROI
Methodology. Some receive a promotion. A general manager in a
Latin American retail store chain was promoted to her position after
implementing the methodology in HR. Another professional reported
she was able to keep her job during a restructuring and downsizing at a
large computer company. A government professional reported she was
able to secure a new job as a result of completing ROI Certification.

Certification
Components

Prework
> Identify a project for ROI evaluation
> Prepare for the basics
Workshop
> Five days of content rich, interactive sessions
> The focus is on your project evaluation
Workbook and Materials
> A valuable 300-page action oriented workbook
> Several books to use as reference
Virtual Assistance
> One-on-one help with your ROI evaluation
> Review and approval of your ROI study
Right to Use Materials at Work
> You have the right to reproduce our materials and use internally
with your clients and colleagues
Certified ROI Professional (CRP) Designation
> A unique sought-after credentials

ROI by the Numbers

20
ROI Certification celebrating 20 years
1995-2015

10,000

65

Proffesionals have participated in
ROI Certification

ROI implemented in 65 countries.

5000

50 » 38

Organizations have implemented the
ROI Methodology

Over 50 books translate into 38 languages
to support this methodology

4000

74%

Certified ROI Proffesionals

74% of CEOs want to see the ROI from programs

30,000

11%

Proffesionals have participated in two-day
ROI skill-building workshops

11% of Leaderships Development Programs
are evaluated at the ROI level

The coaches

Jack J. Phillips, Ph.D. is a world-renowned expert on accountability,
measurement, and evaluation. Phillips provides consulting services

dr Jack J. Phillips

for Fortune 500 companies and major global organizations. The
author or editor of more than fifty books, he conducts workshops
and presents at conferences throughout the world.
Phillips has received several awards for his books and work. On three
occasions, Meeting News named him one of the 25 Most Powerful
People in the Meetings and Events Industry, based on his work on
ROI. The Society for Human Resource Management presented him an
award for one of his books and honored a Phillips ROI study with its
highest award for creativity. The American Society for Training and
Development gave him its highest award, Distinguished Contribution
to Workplace Learning and Development for his work on ROI. His
work has been featured in the Wall Street Journal, BusinessWeek,
and Fortune magazine. He has been interviewed by several television
programs, including CNN. Phillips serves as President of the
International Society for Performance Improvement.

Dr Małgorzata

A Dr. of Management from the Institute of Management at the

Mitoraj-Jaroszek

Jagiellonian University in Kraków, who’s thesis was dedicated to
human resource development issues in the organization, and a
certified ROI consultant, with over twenty years of experience
in preparing and conducting training for private companies and
public institutions. She is a member of AHRD (Academy of Human
Resource Development), author of training programs in leadership,
presentations, sales, as well as training the trainers. She has prepared
and conducted training for such companies as GlaxoSmithKline, Bank
Zachodni WBK S.A. Bergerat Monnyeur, Fortis Bank, PKO BP, ING
Bank Slaski .

Conditions of

Price per participant: 8999 PLN + 23% VAT

participation

Price includes: certification course | certification process |
course materials | coffee and lunch breaks

Training for Development
ROI Instytut Polska

Payment details
Training for Development

Hotel Wyspiański

ul. Józefa Unruga 88 C, 30–394 Kraków

ul. Westerplatte 15

BANK BZ WBK S.A.

31-033 Kraków

account number: 84 1090 2053 0000 0001 1679 6984
In the bank transfer please enter your: name , organization
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and the name of the training.
Contact details:

www.t4d.com.pl

dr Małgorzata Mitoraj-Jaroszek
Training for Development – ROI Instytut Polska
ul. Unruga 88 C, 30–394 Kraków
e-mail: malgorzata@t4d.com.pl | tel. +48 607 988 086
Conditions of participation:
The condition of participation in the certification program is to submit
a completed

registration

form,

and

(upon

receiving

reservation

confirmation) deposit the participants fee. Certification will take place on
condition that a minimum number of participants is met. Two weeks prior
to the certification a confirmation email will be sent to all participants.
In case of cancellation Training for Development will make a full refund
of participation fees. I hereby agree for processing my personal data,
included in my job offer, for the purpose of recruitment (as defined in the
Act of August 29, 1997 on the Protection of Personal Data (Journal of Laws
No. 133, item 883).

